Asian Award Design

HE Maestro Christoforo Alfonso Pallavincino da Firenze, OL

Class Description
“Japanese and Chinese didn’t have scrolls and awards as we commonly see in the SCA. Find out the fun and interesting ways to make awards for your Asian personas more period for them. Fans, Shikishi, and other methods of award “scrolls” will be shown and discussed.”

Background
No vellum or really heavier papers. Show examples of letters, etc. from archive and a folded example. Good for letters of intent, etc., but much like only patents of arms really match and most don’t do those, have to go outside.

Scrolls
Pre-made
Mounting

Fans
Folded (hiogi and sensu)
Paddle
Gunsen

Others
Shikishi
Byobu
Good luck charms (Omamori, Ema (shrine plaques)

Resources
Research
http://www.wodefordhall.com/japanesescrolls.htm

Shopping/supplies